
Windows 10: News & Interests 
on the Taskbar 

If you use Windows 10, you’ve probably spotted
a new arrival on your taskbar in recent weeks. It’s
called News & Interests, and it’s the first notable
new feature to land in Windows 10 in a couple
of years.

In this article, I’ll explain what News & Interests
is for, how to use it, and how to customise it to
your own taste. And if you decide you really
don’t like it and don’t want it, I’ll also show you
how to get rid of it.
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This article shows you how to:

� Understand what News & Interests is and how it works

� Make it work as you like – or switch it off entirely!

� Choose the topics and interests you want to see
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A Quick Introduction to News & Interests
The News & Interests feature is a surprise arrival. It was
planned to be included in the next ‘feature update’ for
Windows 10 – version 21H2, due to be released in October.
Apparently Microsoft decided it was ready for primetime and
sure to be popular, so they began rolling it out to Windows
10 users over the spring and summer.

Despite the name ‘News & Interests’ what you initially see is
a button beside the taskbar’s notification area which shows
the current weather in your location: an icon, temperature
and brief description. This will update itself periodically as
the day goes on.

Move your mouse onto this button and the News & Interests
panel will pop open, as pictured opposite. This is split into
two columns, each containing a number of ‘cards’ (as
Microsoft calls them). Assuming you haven’t already
customised this panel, the right-hand column shows cards
for weather, finance, sport and local traffic, and the left-hand
column starts with a card showing top news stories. As you
scroll down, you’ll see more cards, each containing a news
headline with a note of which publication the news story
comes from and roughly how long ago it was published.
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A surprise arrival
in Windows 10

It shows the
current weather
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the pop-up 
news panel

You’ll only receive News & Interests if you’re using a
comparatively recent version of Windows 10: version
1909 or higher, which includes versions 2004, 20H2 and
21H1. To check which version of Windows 10 you have,
open the Start menu, type winver and press .Enter
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What you’re seeing in this panel is known as your ‘news
feed’ and – like the weather on the taskbar – it updates
automatically throughout the day, so if you open it in a
couple of hours’ time, you should see a slightly-different set
of stories. At any time, though, you can click the Refresh
feed button at the top of the panel (indicated in the
screenshot above) to force an update.

If you see a news headline that looks interesting, just click
it. Microsoft Edge will then open and take you to a page
where you can read the full story. Likewise, clicking the 
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Near the bottom, overlaying this rather distractingly, is
a black box that says See more news. If you click that
box, Microsoft Edge will open and take you to a web
page with a similar layout containing similar content,
but with many more news stories.
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weather card takes you to a full weather forecast for your
location, and clicking the traffic card leads you to a map of
your local area with traffic alerts.

Working with the Cards in Your News Feed
Every card in your news feed apart from the ‘Top Stories’ card
has a More options button – three dots (…) – and that’s the
key to fine-tuning your preferences for News & Interests. You
use it to specify which cards you want to see and which you
don’t, and to specify which stories and publications you like.

Weather

Click the … button in the weather card and you’ll see the
menu pictured below:

If you click Hide weather card, this card will disappear from
the panel (although you can get it back again, as I’ll explain
later in this article). Also you can also click Edit location to 

The ‘More
options’ 
button

Ensure you see
your own local
weather
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If you move your mouse out of this panel, it will close
and you’ll have to move down to the weather button on
the taskbar again if you want to reopen it. The exception
to that is if you click the weather button, in which case
the panel will stay open until you click somewhere
outside it.
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specify where you are (or at least, which area’s weather you
want to see). That leads you to the panel below. You’ll
probably want to select Always detect my location, so that
your local weather is shown auto-matically wherever you
are. Alternatively, choose Specify location, start typing the
name of a city or town and pick the correct location from
the drop-down menu that appears. When you’re happy with
your choice, click Save.

Money
The money card (headed ‘Watchlist Movers’) lets you track
the prices and movements of particular shares. If you click
its … button, you can choose Add symbol and type a share
symbol to add to your ‘watchlist’. If you have no need of this
card, you can choose Hide money card to remove it.

Traffic
Click the … button in the traffic card and, like the weather
card, you can choose Edit location to specify the area for
which you want to see traffic updates. Again, too, you can
click Hide traffic card if you want to remove this card from
your feed.

News headlines
In the ‘Top stories’ card, the More Options (…) button only
appears when you move you mouse over a headline. In all
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the other news-story cards, you’ll find it in the bottom-right
corner.

The reason for clicking the … button in a news headline is
to let Microsoft know whether you’re interested in particular
types of story, and particular publishers. When you click the
… button you see this menu:

If you like a particular story, or the topic it covers, choose
More stories like this. If you don’t, and you’d like to see
fewer stories on this topic, choose Fewer stories like this.
Doing this trains the News & Interests feature to know what
you like and, hopefully, show you more of it.

You can remove a particular story from your feed by
choosing Hide this story (although, in the fullness of time,
it would naturally disappear anyway). And if you don’t
want to see any more stories from the publisher of this one,
choose Hide stories from publisher.

Interested in 
this topic?

Specify what you
like and dislike

You can hide
publishers you
don’t like
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One other useful thing you can do is to click Save for later.
That’s worth doing if a particular headline grabs your
interest, but you don’t have time to read it now (and you’re
aware that it might disappear from your news feed panel
before you do get around to reading it). You can save as
many stories as you like in this way.

When you’re ready to read your ‘saved’ stories, open this
panel and click Manage interests at the top. On the web
page that opens, click My Saves and you’ll see clickable
rectangular cards for the stories you’ve saved. In those
cards, you can click a similar … button and choose Undo
Save after reading a story to remove it from this list.

Choose the Topics You Want to Read About
I’ve mentioned above the ways you can specify whether you
like or dislike certain stories and publishers, but there’s more
to it than that: you can ‘follow’ topics you find interesting
and see more of them in your news feed. To do that, open
the News & Interests panel and click Manage interests at
the top.

This leads you to a ‘My Interests’ web page in Microsoft
Edge where you specify your interests by simply clicking
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them to ‘follow’ them (or clicking them a second time to
‘unfollow’ them if you change your mind). You’ll see
headings such as News, Sports, Lifestyle and Health, each
containing a number of those clickable topic cards. Work
your way down the page clicking any topic you’d like to
see covered in your news feed.

These topics are all fairly general (‘TV’ or ‘Football’, for
example), but you can be even more specific than that by
choosing precise interests such as ‘Coronation Street’ or
‘West Ham United’. To do that, scroll to the top of the page,
click in the box that says ‘What would you like to see in your
feed?’ and start typing. A drop-down list will find matching
topics, and you can click the one you want to follow.

Any topics you add in this way will appear in the ‘Followed
interests’ section further down the page, and if you change
your mind about any of these, you can click them to
‘unfollow’ them.

Recover hidden publishers and cards

Have you clicked Hide stories from publisher in your news
feed and then regretted it? If so, the web page you’ve
reached is the place to recover those publishers. 
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Scroll to the bottom of the page (or click Hidden Publishers
at the left) and you’ll see a list of the publishers you’ve
hidden: click the Unhide button beside one of those
publishers to reinstate it.

Likewise, you may have removed the weather, money, sport
or traffic card from your feed and you’d like to get it back
again. If so, near the top of this page click on Experience
Settings. Here you’ll see anything you’ve hidden and you
can click a simple switch to bring it back again. When
you’ve done this, you might need to click the Refresh feed
button at the top of the News & Interests panel before you’ll
see those items again.

Fine-tune News & Interests – 
or Turn it Off!
We’ve explored all the basics of the News & Interests
feature, and you’ve chosen the topics you want to read
about, so now it’s just a matter of getting on and using it.
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Right-click 
the taskbar

Choose how the
button appears –
or remove it

Make it open
only when
clicked
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If you remember to mark the stories you particularly like or
dislike (as noted on page 6), your news feed should become
ever more useful and relevant. But there are still some
tweaks we can make, and one of those – if you’ve decided
you really don’t like this feature! – is to turn it off.

Right-click a blank space on your taskbar, move the mouse
up to the News and interests item and you’ll see a submenu
containing a few options:

The three items at the top of this submenu control the
button you see at the right of the taskbar. At the moment
the selected option is probably Show icon and text, but if
you want to save space on your taskbar you could choose
Show icon only (thus removing the temperature and
description). The other option is Turn off which removes
the button entirely (and obviously removes your access to
the news feed too).

The option you might well want to change is Open on
hover. If you keep finding that your mouse accidentally
passes over the button on the taskbar and causes the news
feed to appear, click this item to remove its tick and the
news feed will open only when you click the button. The
final option, Reduce taskbar updates is to minimise the
amount of data downloaded (which you might do if your
broadband bandwidth is limited) by having your news feed
and weather forecast update themselves less frequently.
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